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1. Introduction 

The main structural plant cell wall polymers - cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin - rank 
amongst the most abundant biopolymers in Earth’s carbon cycle. These three polymers form 
the lignocellulose complex and constitute the bulk of the cell wall with 40-50%, 10-40% and 
5-30% of biomass by weight, respectively [1, 2]. Its highly ordered structure of cellulose 
microfibril aggregates, embedded in a matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin, provides the 
basis for its mechanical strength [3] and for the resistance to microbial attack [4], to which 
also low molecular mass extractives contribute [5]. Lignified cell walls are therefore a 
remarkably durable material. In nature, only higher fungi have developed biochemical 
systems to degrade the lignocellulose complex and perform the conversion and 
mineralisation of wood to carbon dioxide and water. Extensive reviews on decay pattern, 
chemistry and biochemistry of microbial wood degradation are available [4, 6, 7]. The 
natural processes occurring during fungal wood degradation may be utilised for industrial 
purposes and have a great potential for cellulose-producing and wood-processing industries 
as well as for high value-added conversion of lignocellulosic waste materials in Biorefineries. 
Particularly the molecular mechanisms of selective white-rot fungi offer a series of 
applications in the field of biotechnology of renewable resources [8]. 

Non-food biomass crops such as switchgrass (Panicum virgntum L.), Miscanthus x giganteus, 

and short-rotation coppice poplar and eucalyptus (Populus spp. and Eucalyptus spp.) [9] and 
willow (Salix spp.) offer a sustainable source of energy and platform for chemicals [10]. The 
absolute and relative contents of the cell wall components have a great influence on biomass 
quality i.e. its suitability for conversion to heat, power and chemical products. Biomass can 
be utilised by a number of thermochemical conversion routes (thermochemically, 
gasification, torrefication, flash pyrolysis) with differing feedstock demands and therefore 
measures of feed-stock quality are often quite specific [11, 12]. In contrast to the 
thermochemical processes where all plant cell wall polymers are converted to gases, the 
hydrolysis applications aim to convert carbohydrates into fermentable sugars. The 
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recalcitrance to saccharification is a major limitation for conversion of lignocellulosic 
biomass to ethanol, which is mainly due to the lignin [13] content and composition [14]. 
Lignin synthesis has extensively been investigated using lignin model compounds [15-17] 
and lignin from plants [18-22] and has been reviewed several times [23-25] including lignin 
structure [26] and wood formation in general [27, 28]. The lignin content in natural Populus 
variants affects sugar release [29] and how lignin composition, structure, and cross-linking 
affect degradability has been reviewed for cell wall model studies [30]. High lignin contents 
in the feedstock necessitate harsh chemical and heat pre-treatments prior to enzymatic 
saccharification [11]. This increases energy inputs and often damages the polysaccharide 
components of the cell wall giving rise to inhibitory products [31, 32]. Therefore 
considerable pressure arises to optimise feedstock composition. The most feasible way to 
achieve this is by breeding improvement [11, 33], although agronomic practice may also 
influence composition [34] as well as genotypic and environmentally derived variation in 
the cell wall composition [35]. The characterization of different lignification genes has 
stimulated research programmes aimed at modifying the lignin profiles of plants through 
genetic engineering. The first transgenic plants with a modification of lignin composition 
and lignin content have been obtained in 1995 [36]. Since this time a focus on genetic 
engineering of lignin content and composition can be observed [37-40]. The effect of 
downregulation of lignin biosynthetic enzymes on wood anatomy [41] and its biomechanics 
[42] has been investigated [43]. In stems of transgenic alfalfa lines recalcitrance to both acid 
pre-treatment and enzymatic digestion was found to be directly proportional to lignin 
content [44]. Some transgenics yield nearly twice as much sugar from cell walls as wild-type 
plants. Lignin modification could bypass the need for acid pre-treatment and thereby 
facilitate bioprocess consolidation [45]. 

Both, breeding of lignocellulosic biomass and the production of transgenic plants, places huge 
demands on the analyst in terms of methods that can cope with the differences in polymer 
composition and linkages between them and large sample numbers. Wet-laboratory methods 
are destructive and time demanding and do not allow handling large sample numbers. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [46-49], analytical pyrolysis [50, 51], 
thioacidolysis [52], and thermogravimetry [53, 54] allow to get information about the 
composition and linkages between the wood polymers, and ultra-violet (UV) microscopy 
allows to follow the distribution of e.g. lignin within the cell wall [55, 56]. The requirements on 
a well suited method are: 1) fast and cheap to allow high-throughput screening 2) non-
destructive to probe the native cell wall 3) to be able to analyse the content of each component 
(cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin) 4) to analyse their distribution within the plant tissues down 
to the cell wall level and 5) linkages as well as the interdependencies within and between the 
wood components. Vibrational spectroscopic methods such as infrared [57] and Raman [58] 
spectroscopy have shown potential to fulfil these requirements and can contribute to 
understand the actual lignocellulosic substrate and what kind of chemical and microstructural 
alterations take place during breeding, genetic engineering, decay or processing. 

Near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, that enables analyses of high number of samples on a day 
basis, was used for the prediction of the content of wood components and mechanical 
properties [59, 60] and the assignment of bands in the near infrared region have been 
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reviewed recently [61]. Moreover it was shown that NIR spectroscopy can be used for the 
examination of the biodegradation of spruce wood by the white-rot fungi Ceriporiopsis 

subvermispora and that it is sensitive enough to differentiate between three applied strains 
[62]. NIR spectroscopy, which is often used in combination with multivariate data analysis, 
allows following the degradation of wood polymers [63-65]. Furthermore changes in 
interdependencies such as hydrogen bonding [66], and the accessibility of alcoholic and 
phenolic hydroxyl (O-H) groups to heavy water in non-degraded and brown-rot degraded 
spruce wood (Piceas abies L. Karst.) have been examined [67]. 

Mid infrared (MIR) spectroscopy allows similar investigations [68] as NIR spectroscopy 
with the advantage of better separated bands in the fingerprint region and the possibility of 
revealing the orientation of polymers and their interactions, which is of utmost importance 
in lignocellulose feedstock utilization. Dynamic Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) 
spectroscopy has been shown to be appropriate for studying interactions among wood 
polymers and their ultrastructural organization [69-72]. In spruce wood fibres a close 
cooperation between cellulose and glucomannan in the fibre wall was suggested, whereas 
xylan showed no mechanical interaction with cellulose [69]. In primary cell walls 
investigations indicated a strong interaction among lignin, protein, pectin, xyloglucan, and 
cellulose [73]. Furthermore the orientation of cell wall polymers can be elucidated by 
polarised FT-IR measurements. In spruce glucomannan and xylan appear to have a parallel 
orientation with regard to the orientation of cellulose and, in all probability, an almost 
parallel orientation with regard to the fibre axis [74]. The first evidence for lignin orientation 
within native wood cell walls was revealed by Raman microprobe studies [75] and later 
confirmed in the secondary wall of tracheids fibres of thermomechanical pulp by FT-IR [70]. 
Very recently H-2 NMR spectroscopy was used to quantify lignocellulose matrix orientation 
with the ability to separately investigate oriented and unoriented amorphous domains in 
intact natural plant tissue [76]. 

Mid-infrared spectrometers can like Raman spectrometers be coupled to a microscope to 
reveal spatial resolution on the micron-level. Polarised FT-IR microscopy confirmed the 
preferential alignment of lignin in the direction of the fiber axis within the cell wall, but no 
orientation was found for the lignin in the middle lamella [77]. In combination with a fluid 
cell FT-IR microscopy was used to monitor in-situ the enzymatic degradation of cellulose-
treated cross-sections of poplar (Populus nigra × P. deltoids) wood [78]. The accessibility of 
cellulose within the lignified cell wall was found to be the main limiting factor, whereas the 
depletion of the enzyme due to lignin adsorption could be ruled out. The fast, selective 
hydrolysis of the crystalline cellulose in the G-layer, even at room temperature, might be 
explained by the gel-like structure and the highly porous surface. Young plantation grown 
hardwood trees with a high proportion of G-fibres thus represent an interesting resource for 
bioconversion to fermentable sugars in the process to bioethanol [78]. FT-IR microscopy has 
been used to identify and characterise cell wall mutants [79-81] and transgenic plants altered 
in cell wall biosynthetic genes [82]. The localisation and characterisation of incipient brown-
rot [83] and simultaneous and selective white-rot decay [84] within spruce wood cell walls 
was possible using FT-IR imaging microscopy. FT-IR microscopes equipped with focal plane 
array detectors allow very rapid chemical mapping over large areas with a spatial resolution 
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limited by the wavelength of the infrared radiation to 10 - 5 µm. Thus single plant cells, 
which range generally between 10 - 50 µm in diameter, are resolved, but cellular 
components and cell wall layers may be substantially smaller and therefore below the limit 
of resolution. To overcome this limitation and get resolution on the cell wall layer level or 
for in-situ measurements of wet samples Raman microscopy imaging with a spatial 
resolution below 0.5 µm became the method of choice. 

2. Basic principles, instrumentation, techniques and data analysis 

2.1. Basic principles and Instrumentation 

Raman and infrared spectroscopy monitor molecular vibrations, but are based on different 
principles. Raman spectroscopy involves inelastic scattering with a photon from a laser light 
source while IR spectroscopy involves photon absorption, with the molecule excited to a 
higher vibrational energy level. Thus, unlike infrared absorption, Raman scattering does not 
require matching of the incident radiation to the energy difference between the ground and 
excited states. In Raman scattering, the light interacts with the molecule and distorts 
(polarizes) the cloud of electrons round the nuclei to form a short-lived ‘virtual state’ before 
re-radiation. If only electron cloud distortion is involved in scattering, the photons will be 
scattered with very small frequency changes, as the electron mass is comparatively low. This 
elastic scattering process is the dominant process and called Rayleigh scattering. However, if 
nuclear motion is involved energy will be transferred either from the incident photon to the 
molecule (Stokes) or from the molecule to the scattered photon (Anti-Stokes) [85]. In the 
Raman scattering process the energy of the scattered photon is different from that of the 
incident photon (Raman-shift). Raman scattering therefore depends on changes in the 
polarizability due to molecular vibrations. On contrast IR absorption is based on changes in 
the dipole moments. Raman and IR spectroscopy thus provide “complementary” 
information about the molecular vibrations of a given sample. While water gives a strong 
absorption band in the IR (dipole), only weak Raman scattering is observed making this 
technique very suitable for in-situ studies of biological material. 

The Raman scattering process is inherently a very weak process and only one of every 106–
108 photons is affected. It was experimentally the first time proven in 1928 and the first 
Raman spectra had to be recorded with very long acquisition times [86, 87]. The 
development of lasers in the 60’s brought the method a big step forward as the Raman 
signal is proportional to the excitation power. Today the excitation laser power has to be 
adjusted well below the point where absorption leads to thermal decomposition of the 
sample, especially when biological materials are investigated. Furthermore, the Raman 
scattering intensity is proportional to υ4, where υ is the frequency of the exciting laser 
radiation [85]. Excitation at 400 nm (=7.5*10-14 Hz) therefore leads to about 16 times higher 
Raman signal than excitation at 800 nm (=3.75*10-14 Hz). But when measuring biological 
materials several components absorb the light in the lower wavelength range and therefore 
sample fluorescence can become problematic and swamp the Raman signal or even thermal 
sample decomposition may occur. Moving from the visible to the near-infrared (NIR) range, 
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fluorescence virtually disappears as electronic absorption bands are unlikely. The use of 
Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet) laser radiation at 1064 nm coupled 
with interferometers (involving Fourier transformations) led to so-called near infrared 
Fourier Transform (NIR-FT) Raman spectrometers [88]. Laser with wavelength in the visible 
range (e.g. Ar+, He–Ne, Kr+, doubled Nd:YAG lasers) are usually coupled with a dispersive 
spectrometer and a charge coupled device detector (CCD) for detection (Figure 1). These 
classical dispersive multichannel Raman spectrometers are nowadays often used in confocal 
microscope configurations with the advantage of superior rejection of fluorescence and 
depth resolution due to the pinhole [89]. 

For Raman microscopy, and especially for the imaging approach, the throughput of the 
radiation in the system has to be optimised in every part to acquire spectra fast and of high 
quality (high signal to noise (S/N) ratio). If a single spectrum is acquired, it is usually not 
important whether the necessary integration time is 0.1 s or 10 s. However this becomes an 
issue in scanning (mapping) experiments (imaging), when it becomes 15 min or 25 h. 
Therefore perfect coupling of the laser radiation into the microscope and out to the 
spectrometer is important as well as high throughput in the spectrometer and high detection 
efficiency of the CCD camera [90]. Optical fibres serve as ideal light pipes for connecting the 
elements and as a pinhole for the outgoing scattered radiation (Figure 1). Furthermore using 
a spectrometer optimized for the used wavelength range (“blazed” gratings) can increase 
the throughput as well as CCD cameras most sensitive for the chosen excitation wavelength 
[90, 91]. 

 
Figure 1. Typical set up of a confocal Raman microscope: The excitation laser (A) is focused via an 
optical fibre (B) and a microscope objective (C) onto the sample. The backscattered light is coupled out 
into a fibre (D), which acts as a pinhole. After passing the spectrometer (E) the signal is detected by a 
CCD camera (F). For visual inspection of the sample usually a white light source (G) and a camera (H) 
for picture capturing is available. For mapping/scanning the system is equipped with a piezo-driven X-
Y- stage (I) and a Z-stage (J). 
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2.2. Resonance Raman spectroscopy, Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 

(SERS) and Coherent Anti-Stokes Scattering (CARS) 

When a powerful beam of radiation is used some atoms and molecules of a sample absorb 
radiation at particular wavelengths and the e.g. coloured molecules become excited. 
Subsequently radiation of longer wavelength - termed fluorescence - is emitted. This 
fluorescence can be strong (intensive) and prevent the detection of the (weak) Raman signal 
[85]. But when the frequency of the laser beam is close to the frequency of an electronic 
transition, scattering enhancements of up to 106 have been observed. In this resonance 
condition (Resonance Raman spectroscopy) the method becomes much more sensitive and 
since only the chromophore gives the more efficient scattering, it will also be selective for 
the part of the molecule involving the chromophore [85, 92, 93]. Furthermore fluorescence 
suppression can be achieved by using Kerr gating [93-95]. 

Another way of enhancing Raman intensity is to disperse the sample on metallic surfaces 
(either roughened wafers or colloidal solutions). The photon – plasmon interaction results in 
a huge signal enhancement and the technique, called surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
(SERS), has progressed from studies of model systems on roughened electrodes to highly 
sophisticated studies, such as single molecule spectroscopy and molecular imaging [96-98]. 
The advantage is to enhance the Raman signal and besides the SERS effect leads to 
fluorescence quenching [99]. 

Another way of circumventing fluorescence is coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering 
(CARS). This technique allows vibrational imaging with high sensitivity, high spectral 
resolution and three-dimensional sectioning capabilities. It is a nonlinear diagnostic 
technique that relies on inducing Raman coherence in the target molecule using two lasers, 
probed by a third laser which generates a coherent signal in the phase-matching direction at 
a blue-shifted frequency. Because of this nonlinear intensity dependence the photo-damage 
of the sample is reduced and the efficient background rejection improves the quality of the 
spectra [100]. CARS microscopy has already been used for imaging a number of delicate 
biological samples and processes, e.g. imaging of C–H stretching vibration present in the 
lipid bilayer of the cell membranes [101-103]. Two other Raman imaging techniques with 
great potential have evolved recently: Stimulated Raman scattering spectroscopy and 
Ultrafast Raman loss spectroscopy [104-107]. 

2.3. Spatial resolution and Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) 

The spatial resolution in Confocal Raman microscopy is limited by the diffraction of 
radiation and defined by the distance between the central maximum and the first minimum 
of the diffraction pattern, which is given by r = 0.61 λ / NA (λ = wavelength of the radiation, 
NA = numerical aperture of the objective) [108]. If high spatial resolution is sought-after, a 
laser in the visible range (e.g. 532 nm versus 1085 nm) and a microscope objective with a 
high numerical aperture (NA>1) have to be chosen. NA is defined by the refractive index of 
the medium (n) in which the optics are immersed (e.g. 1.0 for air and up to 1.56 for oils) and 
the half-angle of the maximum cone of radiation that enters or exits the condenser or 
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objective (θ) (NA = n.sinθ). Two objects are completely resolved if they are separated by 2r 
and barely if they are separated by r (Rayleigh criterion of resolution) [108]. Therefore, the 
highest spatial resolution can be achieved with oil immersion objectives with high NA. Also 
if depth resolution is important, immersion objectives (oil, water) give better results [109]. 
Generally the axial resolution is around twice the lateral resolution [110]. 

Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), which is based on the surface plasmonic 
enhancement and confinement of light near a metallic nanostructure, can overcome the so-
called diffraction limit and produce optical images far beyond. It has been demonstrated 
that a spatial resolution as high as 4 nm could be achieved [111]. Consequently, nucleobases, 
proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates can be identified and localized in a single measurement. 
This has been shown in the last few years for different biological samples ranging from 
single DNA strand investigations to cell membrane studies [111-113]. 

2.4. Raman approaches for imaging 

The main methods for Raman imaging are scanning (mapping) methods (Point-by-Point 
and Line scanning) and Wide-field source illumination approaches [114-117]. 

In Point-by-Point scanning the sample is scanned with a laser beam using X, Y, Z scanning 
stages. At each position of the raster a Raman spectrum is acquired and out of these spectra 
an image generated. The laser and the scattered light are often focused through so-called 
pinholes in order to know the exact position of the excitation and the collection volumes 
from the samples. The limiting factor of the Point-by-Point scanning approach is the fact that 
quite long measuring times are necessary because the duration is proportional to the 
number of pixels. Nevertheless the main advantage is that the whole Raman spectrum is 
acquired at each point and available for detailed analysis [114]. 

In the Line scanning approach the laser is elongated (1 dimension) to form a line with the 
help of a moving mirror or cylindrical optic devices. As a result the sample is illuminated 
with a laser line, which is parallel oriented to an entrance slit of a dispersive spectrograph. 
Scanning of the sample is still required, but only in the direction perpendicular to the laser 
line. This leads to a reduced experiment time [114]. It is the most efficient method if the 
spectral information from areas with perimeters of typically a few millimetre is required 
[116]. 

In Wide-field Raman imaging the whole sample field is illuminated with laser light. The 
experimental time depend primarily on the number of spectral channels or wavenumber 
positions at which an entire image is recorded [116]. There are numerous Wide-field Raman 
imaging approaches, such as liquid crystal tuneable filters (LCTFS) or the Fibre Array Spectral 
Translator (FAST). In FAST the received Raman light from a globally illuminated sample field 
is focused on a 2-dimensional array of optical fibres, which is followed/reduced to a one 
dimensional array on the distal end. This end is imaged through a dispersive spectrometer 
with a CCD detector. This method makes it possible to reduce two spatial dimensions data to a 
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single dimension, which is afterwards dispersed fibre by fibre onto the CCD camera [114]. To 
characterize a sample´s chemical heterogeneity often only a few global Raman images need to 
be recorded at well-defined wavenumber positions, which are known either a priori or from 
spectral analysis of data obtained in point or line scanning [116]. 

As a non-destructive technique in general minimal or no sample preparation is necessary. 
Nevertheless to refer intensity changes in imaging approaches directly to changes in content 
or composition the same Raman scattering volume has to be probed at any position and this 
requires a flat surface. Otherwise a reference band for normalisation or the use of band 
ratios becomes necessary. Depending on the biological material to be probed microcutting 
or polishing might be the method of choice to achieve such a flat surface, with or without 
embedding [118, 119]. 

2.5. Processing of Raman spectra and image generation 

To take the advantage of the scanning (mapping) method to have a molecular fingerprint 
(whole spectrum) at every pixel sophisticated data analysis has to be applied. Typically in 
each scanning experiment thousands of spectra are acquired and extracting the relevant 
information needs usually pre-processing of the spectra (e.g. cosmic ray removal, 
background subtraction, smoothing…) followed by univariate or multivariate data analysis 
methods to generate images. 

2.5.1. Spectra pre-processing 

Raman instruments utilizing CCD detectors suffer from occasional spikes caused by cosmic 
rays. Cosmic rays are high energy particles from outer space which interact with atoms and 
molecules in the earth´s atmosphere and may generate a false signal in the shape of a very 
sharp peak in the spectrum. Various mathematical methods can be used to filter the cosmic 
rays from the spectra [120-122]. As the spikes are usually quite high and may overlay with 
bands of interest they have to be removed to avoid influences on the final results.  

Smoothing algorithms are used to reduce noise in the recorded Raman spectra. They rely on 
the fact that spectral data are assumed to vary somewhat gradually when going from one 
spectral data point to the next, whereas associated noise typically changes very quickly. 
Different algorithms can be chosen (e.g. Savitzky-Golay [123], wavelet transformation [124], 
maximum entropy filter [122]) and especially before multivariate data analysis smoothing 
might become necessary.  

Baseline correction and background subtraction can be performed based on linear models  
or on more complex mathematical functions. For removing background coming from  
the measured material (fluorescence) or signal from the substrate different methods have 
been developed that are capable of handling irregularly shaped baselines [125-128]. Baseline 
correction of Raman spectra is especially important prior to multivariate methods  
and different solutions to improve baseline correction methods have been developed [125, 
129, 130]. 
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Additional pre-treatments can be carried out to enhance certain properties of the image data 
set. The choice depends on the spectral structure and the goal of the data analysis. 
Derivatives can be carried out to stress subtle differences in spectral features among spectra. 
For pixel classification purposes, when the focus is on comparing the shapes of the pixel 
spectra independently from their global intensity, spectra normalization represents a useful 
option [126]. 

2.5.2. Univariate and multivariate image generation 

In univariate data analysis each spectrum determines one value of the corresponding pixel 
in the image. The value of each pixel is determined by simple filters or by fitting procedures 
[122]. The most important of the simple filters is the integrated intensity (sum) filter 
evaluating the integrated intensity of various specific peaks found in the spectra of the 
image scan. The amount and scattering strength of a certain band attributed to a specific 
component is displayed and gives information on its spatial distribution. Filters can also 
plot changes in peak width, which can give a measure of crystallinity and structural 
orientation or changes in peak position (i.e., centre of mass position) as a measure for the 
strain within the material [131]. 

Many different multivariate methods exist and are described in detail elsewhere [126, 132-
136]. Here only the very basics of the most commonly used ones, principal component 
analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis, are introduced. 

PCA is the underlying method for many other multivariate methods since it is very effective 
for data reduction. It may be used to reduce the data set to 5–15 principal components (PC) 
and the residual error. Principal components are new, uncorrelated, and approximately 
normally distributed variables that provide faithful representations of the image, which can 
be used later as input information for exploration, segmentation, classification and other 
purposes. Compression by using principal components keeps all the relevant (image) 
information and, at the same time, allows understanding the relationship among the 
variables used to build the model by analysing the internal correlation structures provided 
by the loadings [132]. 

Cluster analysis applied to Raman images is essentially the sorting of the tens of thousands 
of spectra in a data set according to their similarities [122]. There are various ways of 
clustering, e.g. distance calculation (Euclidean, Manhattan), hierarchical cluster analysis, K-
means Cluster Analysis, Fuzzy Clustering and each has its advantages and disadvantages 
[136]. 

In section 4 and 5 exemplary results for univariate analysis (band integration) and cluster 
analysis are shown. 

3. Raman spectra of plant cell walls: What information can we gain? 

Plant cell walls are nanocomposites based on cellulose microfibrils embedded in different 
matrix polymers (hemicelluloses, pectin and lignin) [137]. Besides water plays an essential 
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role in the native plant cell walls and as water has relatively low polarizabilities weak 
Raman intensities are observed. Consequently, water saturated samples can be measured 
without problems. Raman investigations of cellulosic feedstock started in the 80s with the 
acquisition of spectra of cellulose fibres and wood [138-140]. 

3.1. Cellulose microfibrils: The structural elements of the cell wall 

The cellulose microfibrils give a Raman signature comprising about 15 different significant 
bands (Figure 2, ramie fibre: almost pure cellulose). If these microfibrils are aligned with a 
preferred orientation, the Raman intensity of the cellulose bands depends on the angle 
between the orientation of the cellulose microfibrils and the laser polarisation direction 
[138]. The investigated Ramie fibres have almost perfect alignment of the cellulose 
microfibril parallel to the fibre axis and high crystallinity (X-ray results, not shown). 
Changing the laser polarization from parallel with respect to the fibre axis (0°) to 
perpendicular to the fibre (90°) results in severe changes of the Raman intensity of almost all 
characteristic bands (Figure 2) except the two bands at 1377 and 437 cm-1. The bands at 1457 
cm-1 (HCH and HOC bending), 517 cm-1, 499 cm-1 and 378 cm-1 (heavy atom stretching) show 
higher intensity in 90° arrangement and thus a more perpendicular alignment of these 
groups (Table 1). The β–(1→4)-glycosidic linkages in cellulose molecules, the methine 
groups of the glucopyranose rings and the methylene groups of the glucopyranose side are 
heavily orientation-dependent and reflect the cellulose molecule orientation along the fibre 
axis. 

 

 
Figure 2. Raman spectra (532 nm excitation, 0.25 s integration time, 10 accumulations, baseline 
corrected) acquired from a Ramie fibre (>95% cellulose, high crystallinity, microfibrils aligned parallel 
to the fibre axis) with changing the polarization direction of the incident laser from 0° (parallel to the 
fibre axis and cellulose fibrils) to 90° (perpendicular to the fibre axis). 
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Band [cm-1] Assignment Molecular orientation * 

330 δ (CCC) ring ║ s 
380 δ (CCC) ring ╪ m 
436 Γ (COC) def ╪ m 
497 ν (COC) glycosidic ╪ m 
520 δ (COC) glycosidic ╪ s 
902 υ (COC) in plane, sym ║m 
970 ρ (CH2) ╪ m 
998 ρ (CH2) ║ s 
1098 υ (COC) glycosidic, asym ║ s 
1121 υ (COC) glycosidic, sym ╪ m 
1340 ω (CH2) ║s 
1380 δ (CH2) ◦

1472 δ (CH2); δ (COH); ╪ m 
2897 υ (CH) ╪ s 

3200-3500 υ (OH) ║s 
Table 1. Position and assignment [138, 141] of the cellulose bands (Ramie fibre, Figure 2) and their 
preferred molecular orientation parallel (II) or perpendicular (╪) to the fibre axis direction (=laser 
polarisation direction). The sensitivity of the bands to intensity changes due to orientation is referred to 
as no changes (◦) and strong (s) or medium (m). (def: deformation, sym: symmetric, asym: 
antisymmetric) 

Because of the orientation-dependence of the cellulose band intensities, the fibre direction 
(plant axis) and the laser polarization have to be adjusted in a known and defined way in 
every plant cell wall Raman experiment. As the intensity of multiple bands change in a 
characteristic way (up and down, Figure 2), it is possible to distinguish between intensity 
changes due to alterations in fibre orientation from those resulting from different cellulose 
content (all bands increase or decrease). To eliminate intensity changes due to different focal 
plane during rotating the polarizer or drift of the scan stage band height ratios or band area 
ratios can be calculated for a more detailed analysis (Figure 3A). These ratios also allow the 
comparison of Raman measurements with different integration times and thus intensity. 
The ratios (2897/1095, 378/1095 and 1377/1095) reveal a clear dependency of the cellulose 
band intensities and the angle of the incident laser polarization. The strong relationship can 
be described by a cosine function and a quadratic regression (R2>0.99). Based on the band 
height ratios (Figure 3B) or partial least square regression models the angle of the cellulose 
molecule with respect to the laser polarisation direction and consequently the microfibril 
angle can be calculated [142]. Noteworthy, changes in fibre orientation often correspond to 
alterations in cellulose crystallinity. The effect of changes in crystallinity on the shape of the 
cellulose Raman bands was also investigated in detail: amorphous cellulose results in a 
significant decline in band heights accompanied by band broadening [143]. 
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Figure 3. A-B. Relationship between the intensity ratios of cellulose bands and the angle of laser 
polarization α (A, B: accounting for a cosine function with a quadratic regression) 

3.2. Carbohydrate matrix polymers: Hemicelluloses and pectin 

Hemicelluloses and cellulose have similar functional groups and chemical bonds and 
therefore the Raman contributions are overlapping. Due to the more amorphous nature of 
hemicelluloses the Raman signal intensity is less and the bands are usually broader [144]. 
According to Himmelsbach et al. [145] the weak bands between 870–800 and 515–475 cm-1 
offer the potential to distinguish between cellulose and xylan in flax fibres. In Miscanthus a 
characteristic band at 478 cm-1, assigned to HCC and HCO bending at C6 of hemicelluloses 
was used to present the hemicellulose distribution [146]. Nevertheless within wood and 
pulp samples the bands typical for glucomannan and xylan were hardly detected [144]. 
Distinguishing and probing the hemicelluloses in cell walls with the Raman imaging 
approach is therefore not that straightforward and needs sometimes more sophisticated data 
analysis tools to resolve the overlapping and less intense characteristic bands. 

While cellulose and hemicelluloses have β-glycosidic bonds, pectins are composed of α-
glycosidic linkages. In the Raman spectrum the region between 860-825 cm-1 corresponds to 
equatorial anomeric H (α-anomers and α-glycosides), whereas the band at about 900–880 cm-1 
corresponds to axial anomeric H (β-anomers and β-glycosides) [147]. The sharp Raman band 
between 860 and 854 cm-1 is characteristic for pectin and shows no overlap with the other plant 
cell wall polymers and can therefore be used as a marker band in the imaging approach [148, 
149]. Furthermore the exact position of this band is sensitive to the state of uronic carboxyls 
and to O-acetylation thus providing insight into pectin structure; decreasing with methylation 
(min. 850 cm-1) and increasing with acetylation (max. 862 cm-1) [150]. 

3.3. The aromatic lignin polymer: Fluorescence and diversity 

The structure of lignin is comprised of a variety of different types of covalent bonds derived 
from oxidative coupling of three different types of phenolic precursor units, p-coumaryl, 
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coniferyl, and sinapyl alcohols [151, 152]. The structural organisation of lignin is a subject of 
much debate, both in terms of chemical structure (H (p-hydroxyphenyl), G (guaiacyl) and S 
(syringyl) units/monomers and the bondings) and in terms of the degree to which lignin is 
ordered within its cell wall environment. Beside NMR and IR spectroscopy also Raman 
microscopy has shown high potential for non-invasive investigation of in-situ cell wall lignin 
structure during the last years e.g. [153, 154]. 

Laser-induced autofluorescence from lignin can be the major hindrance to acquire 
reasonably good Raman spectra because the fluorescence intensity can be several orders 
of magnitude larger than the Raman scattering intensity. Traditionally, two sampling 
procedures were used to effectively reduce the autofluorescence: water immersion 
technique (usable for woody tissues) [140] and oxygen flushing technique [155]. 
Fluorescence problems can be reduced by choosing the near-IR Fourier transform (NIR-
FT) Raman technique, using a NIR laser source with the photon energy well below 
troublesome low energy electronic transitions of lignin. Good quality spectra, relatively 
free of fluorescence interference, have been acquired from various lignin-containing 
materials [156-161]. Today, also more sophisticated spectroscopic methods can overcome 
this problem. UV resonance Raman spectroscopy exploits the combined benefit of the 
resonantly enhanced Raman signal and the usually relatively much longer wavelengths of 
fluorescence emission compared to Raman photons [153, 162-164]. By Kerr-gated Raman 
spectroscopy the different time-domain characteristics of fluorescence and Raman 
emission allow the detector only to see a narrow time-domain window centred on the 
excitation laser pulse [93, 164]. Also CARS gives spectra free of background from one-
photon-excited fluorescence and has been used to study lignin modification in alfalfa 
[165]. All the significant instrumental developments opened up new fields for 
investigating lignified samples.  

Improvements in Confocal Raman mapping/imaging approaches have provided insights 
into lignin distribution on the microscale. Due to the high spatial resolution it is possible to 
acquire spectra comprising only the chemistry of the cell corner, which is in lignocellulosics 
dominated by lignin contribution (Figure 4). The imaging approach requires short 
integration times (e.g. 0.1-0.4 s) and therefore not all lignin bands are resolved and the 
spectra are dominated by the strong band around 1600 cm-1 (Figure 4A), which is assigned 
to aryl stretching vibrations [166]. As this band has no overlap with the carbohydrate bands 
it can be used as a marker to image lignin distribution on the micron level [167, 168]. 
Depending on laser excitation and lignin structure, more or less background or resonance 
enhancement is observed. Due to the different chemical structure of softwood and 
hardwood lignin particular laser excitation (e.g. 532 nm) results in a higher fluorescence 
background and stronger 1607 cm-1 band intensity in spruce than in poplar. In softwood 
species, the most abundant precursor is coniferyl alcohol, which leads to an aromatic 
substitution by one methoxyl group, known as a guaiacyl structure (G lignin). In hardwood 
additionally sinapyl alcohol leads to syringyl structures (S lignin) with two methoxyl groups 
attached to the aromatic ring. Additionally, during the formation of the middle lamella  
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p-coumaryl alcohol precursors are present and p-hydroxphenyl lignin without methoxyl 
groups is formed. The differences in lignin structure in the cell corner of spruce and poplar 
are reflected by the different intensity and band shape in the region at about 1600 cm-1 as 
well as in the other bands (Figure 4A). Contribution from coniferaldehyde units is expected 
at 1623 and 1660 cm-1, whereas coniferyl alcohol contributes at 1654 cm-1 as well as other 
chromophores [169]. Using these bands the amount of coniferyl alcohol and aldehyde 
groups compared to the total amount of lignin was imaged in pine and spruce wood 
samples [170]. For the S units the intense band at 1328 cm-1 is characteristic, while in spruce 
the band is found at 1334 cm-1 [144] and accompanied by bands (shoulders) below and 
above (Figure 4A, Table 2). The relatively intensive band at about 1150 cm-1 in poplar wood 
was tentatively assigned (Table 2). On the contrary, in spruce the band at 1139 cm-1 is 
stronger (Figure 4A). 

 
Figure 4. A-B. Raman spectra (532 nm excitation, 0.1-0.4 s integration time) acquired from the cell 
corner of wood (poplar and spruce, A) and Brachypodium (B), reflecting the different lignin structures in 
softwood, hardwood and grasses. Additionally a reference spectrum of ferulic acid is plotted (B, black 
line) 

Grasses have Type II cell walls, which in addition to other cell wall polymers, typically 
contain arabinoxylans and phenolics [171-173]. Noteworthy, grass xylans play an important 
role in the cell wall by helping to facilitate the assembly of cellulose microfibrils or/and the 
cross-linking of lignin to polysaccharides with the aid of hydroxycinnamic acids [174]. 
When compared to dicots, a high amount of hydroxycinnamic acids (ferulic and p-coumaric 
acid) is characteristic for grass cell walls. Therefore the cell corner spectrum of Brachypodium 
(Figure 4B) differs remarkably from the wood spectra (Figure 4A). The very strong aryl 
stretching vibration at 1607 cm-1 is a clear doublet with a second band at 1632 cm-1, 
accompanied by a weaker band at 1701 cm-1. This doublet peak as well as the bands at 1176 
cm-1 and 1276 cm-1 are typical for ferulic acid [175, 176] (Figure 4B). So the cell corner spectra 
of Brachypodium clearly reflect contributions from ferulic acid. Similar bands have been 
found in corn stover, although not recognized to be due to ferulic acid [177]. 

A B
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Spruce Poplar Brachypodium Assignment [Reference] 
Wavenumber [cm-1]

2936 2944 2941 
antisymmetric C-H str. in OCH3 (SW) [178] 
and (HW) [179]; symmetric C-H str. in CH3 in 
FA [180]

1657 1657  
ring-conjugated C=C str. of coniferyl alcohol 
plus C=O str. of coniferaldehyde [178, 179] 

  1632 
str. of C=C from propenoic acid side chain of 
FA [180] 

1599 1600 1607 symmetric aryl ring str. [144, 166-168] 
1503 1498 1505 antisymmetric aryl ring str. [178], in FA 

1458 1458  
C-H3 def. in O-CH3 [179]; C-H2 scissoring; 
guaiacyl ring vibration (SW) [178, 179] and to 
C-H3 def. in O-CH3 (HW) [166, 179] 

1334 1328  
aliphatic O-H bend. (SW) [144, 178], and S-
lignin (HW) [177], possibly contribution from 
cellulose 

1271 1274 1271 
aryl-O str. of aryl-OH and aryl-O-CH3; 
guaiacyl ring (with C=O group) mode (SW) 
[144, 178, 179], HW [177, 179]

 1176 aryl-H def. [180]

 1150  
eventually O-CH3 def. [166]; possibly 
contribution from carbohydrate [177] 

1139   
a mode of coniferaldehyde unit (SW) [178]; 
aromatic C-H in plane def. (guaiacyl type) 
[181]

Table 2. Position and assignment of lignin bands in spectra acquired from the cell corners of spruce, 
poplar, and Brachypodium; FA: ferulic acid; SW: softwood; HW: hardwood; str: stretching vibration; 
bend: bending vibration; def: deformation vibration 

4. Raman imaging of wood: Revealing lignification on the micron level 

In the future, wood will play a crucial role in carbon capture and is a fundamental feedstock 
for bio-based fuels, chemicals, materials, and power. Currently, the greatest processing 
challenge is to develop efficient deconstruction and separation technologies that enable the 
release of sugar and aromatic compounds ‘locked in’ the intricacy of wood cell wall 
macromolecular structures [182]. To tackle this challenge detailed knowledge on the 
molecular composition of the cell walls within the different cell wall tissues and layers is of 
importance and Raman microscopy may contribute to make progress. As a non-destructive 
method, characterisation of the native cell walls is possible as well as the in-situ monitoring 
of the deconstruction during different treatments. 

By calculating the integral of the bands in the Raman spectra of plant cell walls the 
distribution of different molecular structures can be imaged on the micron-level [148, 149, 
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167, 183]. Figure 5A shows an example of imaging water uptake of cell walls in young 
poplar wood (Populus nigra x Populus deltoids) by plotting the integral of the OH stretching 
vibration. As the sample was water saturated, highest intensity (blue colour) is observed in 
the water filled lumen of the cells. The border to the cell wall is slightly visible as less blue, 
followed by remarkable high intensity of the inner cell wall layer. Clear distinct layers 
separating the cells are visualised black and thus less hydrated areas. Integrating the strong 
aromatic aryl stretching vibration gives the opposite picture (Figure 5B): high intensity (red 
colour) in the cell corner (CC) and compound middle lamella (CML) and the rest of the cell 
walls are displayed black as intensity is less than to be seen with this scaling. In contrast the 
inner layer (gelatinous (G-) layer) of the poplar tension wood can be visualised selectively 
by integrating the 1380 cm-1 cellulose band. This band is not sensitive to changes in cellulose 
orientation (Figure 2A). In lignified samples the band becomes a shoulder the more the 
adjacent lignin band rises and therefore only in cellulosic cell wall regions without (or very 
minor) lignin the band is clearly resolved and shows high intensity by integration. So the 
black regions of the images not necessarily represent non-cellulosic regions, but regions 
where cellulose is accompanied by higher lignin content. Based on the lignin and cellulose 
images three cell wall regions have been selected by using an intensity threshold (Figure 
5D): 1) lignin intensity higher than 3000 cts (red), 2) lignin intensity between 1000 and 3000 
cts (pink) and 3) cellulose intensity higher than 150 cts (green). The highest lignin content 
comprises the CC regions as well as part of the vessel walls (v) (Figure 5D, red). Medium 
lignin content displays the CML (and probably part of the S2 layer) as well as the ray cells 
(Figure 5D, pink) and the non-(or minor) lignified region is restricted to the inner cell wall 
(Figure 5D, green). For a detailed analysis of the cell wall regions, average spectra can be 
calculated from the defined cell wall regions of the sample (Figure 5E). For better 
comparison spectra have been baseline corrected and normalised to the aromatic lignin 
stretching vibrations. The spectra show that lignin is present in the green coloured cell wall 
region (G-layer) in minor amounts and the carbohydrate bands (C) are in relation much 
higher as well as the OH and CH stretching vibrations. Numerous OH-groups are present in 
the carbohydrates and show a contribution in the cellulose Raman spectra (Figure 2). But the 
height and form of the OH-bands in the G-layer are more comparable to spectra from the 
free water in the lumen and thus point to access of water uptake in this inner layer. In the 
medium lignified region (pink), similar cellulose bands are detected, but only one third of 
intensity compared to the inner layer. In the highly lignified region the lignin signature 
dominates (Figure 5E, red line). Yet carbohydrate bands are abundant, mainly because also 
the highly lignified vessel walls (v) are partly included in the average spectra calculation. 
Vessel spectra show higher amount of carbohydrates than spectra from CML (not shown). A 
zoom into the “lignin region” shows that not only the amount changes on the micron level, 
but also the lignin structure: a slight shift in band position of the aromatic stretching 
vibration is observed and the height of the shoulder at about 1657 cm-1 changes. As the 
sampled region is near the cambium and the higher shoulder points to the alcohol and 
aldehyde lignin precursors in the G-layer and S2, lignification process in these regions might 
be in progress. Interestingly also spectra derived from substances within the rays point to 
aromatic compounds. These deposits could be visualised selectively by integrating from 
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785-486 cm-1. Detailed analysis of the spectra and band assignment will reveal the 
composition of these ray components. Several studies have shown that molecular structures, 
e.g. lignin structure are reflected in the Raman signature [154, 161, 170, 184, 185]. 

 
Figure 5. A-F: Raman images of poplar tension wood based on integrating the OH stretching region 
(A), the lignin marker band at about 1600 cm-1 (B) and the cellulose band at about 1388 cm-1 (C). In a 
combined image (D), regions with lignin intensity higher 3000 cts (red) and between 1000 and 3000 cts 
(pink) and with cellulose intensity >150 cts (green) are displayed. From these defined regions average 
spectra (baseline corrected and normalised to the 1600 cm-1 band) have been calculated (E). The content 
of the rays is visualized by integrating from 785-486 cm-1. (Experimental: 532 nm excitation, 100x oil 
immersion objective, scan area: 120 µm x 100 µm, Pixels: 360x300, integration time: 0.4 s) (CC: cell 
corner, CML: compound middle lamella, G: gelatinous layer, v: vessel) 

The example of poplar tension wood showed the potential of Raman imaging to get a 
detailed view on the molecular structure on the micron level. Distinguishing cell wall types 
based on their chemistry gives an overview of the tissue composition. Furthermore 
extracting the underlying Raman spectra for detailed analysis can elucidate specific insights 
into the molecular structure and composition. The position resolved micro-resolution opens 
up new ways for understanding biosynthesis (especially lignification) as gradients in 
developing tissues can be followed cell by cell and cellular components investigated 
together with the cell wall itself. Different performance and reactions upon treatment can be 
resolved on the cell wall level and help to understand recalcitrance of wood. Different 
species have different chemical composition and lignin structures and recently a clear 
distinction between pine and spruce in terms of the distribution of coniferyl alcohol and 
coniferyl aldehyde was recognized using the Raman imaging approach [170]. Furthermore 
changes due to environmental growth conditions or genetic engineering can be evaluated. 
By comparing lignification in wild-type and lignin-reduced 4CL transgenic Populus 

trichocarpa stem wood, it was shown that transgenic reduction of lignin is particularly 
pronounced in the S2 wall layer of fibres, suggesting that such transgenic approach may 
help overcome cell wall recalcitrance to wood saccharification [186]. A higher volume of 
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water was found in the cell wall of transgenic aspen compared with wild-type aspen, 
indicating an increase in the hydrophilicity of the cell wall [187]. 

5. Heterogeneity of lignin in the internode of the model grass 

Brachypodium distachyon 

Grasses (or Poaceae, monocotyledon) are  important plants on earth as they promote life and 
provide nutrients to both humans and animals. It is estimated that cereal grasses, i.e., corn, 
wheat, rice, oats, and barley, cover roughly 20% of the world’s land surface and that the 
demand for these plants will remain high as the human population continues to increase 
[188]. Furthermore cereal grasses, including their grain and straw, are today not only used 
as sources of food but are also considered viable material for bioenergy. The grasses 
dedicated to biomass production, i.e., Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) and Miscanthus 
(Miscanthus sacchariflorus, M. sinensis or M. giganteus) are mainly C4 plants that when grown 
in warm-environmental conditions, are more efficient in photosynthesis, nutrient-use and 
water-use [33]. The major limitations to the direct study of C4 grasses include the large size 
of the plants (requires land space), long generation times, and demanding growth 
requirements. Therefore several model plants, e.g., rice and more recently Brachypdium 
distachyon, were domesticated for laboratory studies (Figure 6A). Brachypodium now serves 
as an ideal experimental model for studying cereal grasses as it has many of the desirable 
traits for plant model systems including a small genome size, short generation time, the 
ability to self-pollinate, minimal input requirements and more importantly an amenability 
to forward and reverse genetic techniques [189]. Since 2001, Brachypodium has been 
established as a model however only recently have researchers begun to take advantage of 
this plant to study the monocot cell wall. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. A-B: Brachypodium distachyon: Lateral view of Brachypodium development in the growth 
chamber (A). Cross section of a seven week old basal internode labelled with phloroglucinol-HCl (B). 
Dark labelling shows lignified cell walls. (Cell type abbreviations: Ep: epidermis; Sc: sclerenchyma; Ph: 
phloem; mXy: metaxylum; pXy: protoxylum; Pa: parenchyma) 
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The study of lignification in the monocot cell wall is of particular interest as several 
studies have demonstrated that lignin and phenolics bound to cell walls counter 
productively to saccharification yield and ruminant digestibility by reducing the 
accessibility of degrading/digestive enzymes to polysaccharides in the cell wall [45, 190]. 
Furthermore, a secondary, unintended effect of pre-treatments commonly used to reduce 
lignin content prior to saccharification for bioethanol production results in residual 
byproducts that inhibits growth of microorganisms used during fermentation. Therefore 
the natural resistance of lignocellulosic plant material to degradation serves as a major 
obstacle to efficient conversion of cellulose into fermentable sugars used for bioenergy 
[31, 191]. Within the monocot stems lignin is found in many tissues and cell types; the 
highest amount in the xylem tissue (Figure 6B). Phlorglucinol HCl staining gives insight 
into thevariability of lignification, but it is unspecific to different lignin and phenolic acid 
structures. As Raman images are based on underlying spectra, which represent a 
molecular fingerprint at every point within the acquired images, more detailed 
information can be gained. 

Raman images of young (3 week old) basal internodes show point-wise accumulations of 
aromatic substances within the xylem tissues, while in the surrounding sclerenchyma 
fibres cell walls are visualized to be more homogenous (Figure 7A). In the lumen of  
the xylem cells remarkably high aromatic intensity is observed from deposits, which 
have not yet been further analysed. By integrating the marker band of ferulic acid at  
1176 cm-1 (Figure 4B) again the point-wise accumulation within the xylem becomes 
visible, but less intensity is observed in the sclerenchyma fibres (Figure 7B). As stated 
previously grass cell walls contain high amounts of p-hydroxycinnamic acids, 
particularly ferulic (FA) and p-coumaric (pCA). Previous studies have demonstrated that 
both pCA and FA play an important functional role in the incorporation of lignin into 
the cell wall by aiding to establish ester or/and ether-linkages to cell wall polymers [192]. 
It was shown that ferulate esters act as initiation or nucleation sites of lignin deposition 
in grasses [193]. Ferulate molecules connect lignin to arabinoxylans primarily through 
ester-ether bonds and form dimeric structures cross-linking arabinoxylan chains to 
polysaccharides [194].  

By integrating the carbohydrate band at about 903 cm-1, slightly higher intensity in the 
sclerenchyma cells was observed (Figure 7C). On the contrary to the poplar wood cells 
(Figure 5A-F) no clear cell corners are seen within the young xylem and sclerenchyma fibres 
and differences in the distribution of aromatic and carbohydrate substances within the 
scanned cell wall area are less pronounced when applying the band integration approach 
for image calculation. 

Nevertheless, a cluster analysis performed with derivatives of baseline corrected spectra 
reveals high heterogeneity of the spectra in the lumen and on the border of the cell walls 
(Figure 8A) as well as clear separation of the xylem cell wall and the sclerenchyma cell 
wall (Figure 8B). Based on the found clusters, average spectra can be calculated 
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corresponding to the separated regions. By this (Figure 8C-D) spectral (molecular) 
characterization of each cell wall region is possible on the micron level. Characteristic 
bands are observed e.g. for the lumen deposits (yellow line, Figure 8C), which can give 
insights into the chemical nature of these deposits. Furthermore, the gradual change 
recognized by the cluster analysis from the lumen towards the xylem cell wall can be 
analysed in detail. Comparing the xylem and sclerenchyma spectra (Figure 8D) it becomes 
clear that ferulic acid is much more accumulated in the xylem cells than in the 
surrounding sclerenchyma cells at this developmental stage of Brachypodium. The aryl 
stretching vibration as well as the marker bands at 1271 and 1176 cm-1 are clearly reduced 
in the spectrum corresponding to the sclerenchyma cells, whereas the carbohydrate 
distribution appears comparable (Figure 8D). The spot-wise pattern in the xylem was 
observed clearly by integrating the area of the bands (Figure 7A-B) and not in the cluster 
analysis (Figure 8B). Therefore it can be concluded that the spots reflect more changes in 
intensity (amount) than compositional (structural) changes. By studying the different cell 
wall types as well as cell lumen ingredients during different developmental stages, 
insights into lignification will be gained. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 7. A-C: Raman images of a cross section of the basal internode of Brachypodium distachyon (three 
weeks old). High aromatic contribution is visualised by integrating from 1535 to 1674 cm-1 in the xylem 
(xyl) and surrounding sclerenchyma (scl) cells. When the typical band for ferulic acid at 1176 cm-1 is 
integrated (B) no lumen deposits are seen and less intensity in the sclerenchyma cells. The carbohydrate 
band at 903 cm-1 (925-887 cm-1) shows higher intensity in the sclerenchyma cells (C). (Experimental: 532 
nm excitation, 100x oil immersion objective, scan area: 30 µm x 30 µm, Pixels: 90x90, integration time: 
0.3 s) 

Recent Raman study on corn stover revealed that lignin and cellulose abundance varies 
significantly among different cell types: 5-times higher in sclerenchymea cells, 3-times 
higher in epidermal cells than bundle sheaths and parenchyma cells [177]. They also noted 
characteristic bands at 1428, 1271, and 1175 cm-1 in corn stover and although not assigned to 
ferulic acid, it seems that also in corn stover spectral contributions of ferulic acid have been 
reflected. 
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Figure 8. A-D: Raman images of Brachypodium distachyon based on a Cluster analysis using derivatives 
of baseline corrected spectra of the same measurement as shown in Figure 7. For clarity reasons the 6 
calculated clusters are not shown within one image, but in two: A: representing the clusters of the cell 
lumen and borders towards the cell wall, B: the inner border of the xylem wall (pink) and the xylem 
wall itself (red) clearly separated from the sclerenchyma cells (green) High variability of the spectra 
within the cell lumen and its borders is seen (C) as well as clear differences between the sclerenchyma 
(scl) and xylem (xyl, xyl in) spectra (D). 

6. Conclusion 

The demand for plant biomass feedstock will increase as renewable resources get more and 
more attractive and further fields of utilizations open up. The mechanical performance as 
well as the recalcitrance of plant biomass to degradation is a function of which cell wall 
polymers are abundant and how they are cross-linked and aggregated within the walls. For 
understanding of biomass resources and an optimized utilization these higher order 
structures have to be probed in their native state on the micro- and nano level. The amount 
of cellulose as well as its crystallinity, structural arrangement (orientation) and interaction 
with other wood polymers play a key role in any utilization aspect. The recalcitrance to 
saccharification is a major limitation for conversion of lignocellulosic biomass to ethanol, 
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which is mainly due to the lignin content and composition. Therefore improving feedstocks 
for both animal consumption and for starting material for bioethanol production is 
proposed through breeding and genetic engineering of lignin. High throughput methods to 
characterize plant cell walls have become more and more important in order to follow the 
native variability as well as engineered changes. Both, FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy have 
given important insights into plant cell wall polymers during the last years. While Raman 
has the advantage of higher spatial resolution (<0.5 µm) to reveal changes on the cell wall 
layer level and the possibility of investigating the samples in the wet state, FT-IR is more 
sensitive to the functional group of hemicelluloses. 

The examples of poplar tension wood and Brachypodium have shown the potential of Raman 
imaging to get a detailed view on the molecular structure on the micron level. 
Distinguishing cell wall types based on their chemistry gives an overview of the tissue 
composition. Furthermore extracting the underlying Raman spectra for detailed analysis can 
elucidate specific insights into the molecular structure and composition. The position 
resolved micro-resolution opens up new ways for understanding biosynthesis (especially 
lignification) as gradients in developing tissues can be followed cell by cell and cellular 
components investigated together with the cell wall itself. Different performance and 
reactions upon treatment can be resolved on the cell wall level and so-called in-situ 
approaches, watching directly the effect of treatment, will help to understand the 
performance (e.g. recalcitrance) of plant cell walls.  
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